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In this paper, we describe a general methodology for the realistic modelling and simulation of deformable ob-
jects. The system of particles is used for this purpose. The first main contribution of this work is in the modelling
field. Multi-layer particle systems are used to obtain a geometric description of an existing object. The second
contribution is in the domain of the simulation. The particle systems are physically-based models that allow a
realistic simulation of movements and deformations. This implies the representation of physical characteristics
of existing objects, and thus the control of a wide variety of behaviours (stiffness, elasticity, control of volume
variation) interesting in various areas such as medical applications, reverse-engineering, prototyping... The sec-
ond contribution of this paper is to put these physical constraints into the model. Moreover, this paper proposes
some techniques for the animation and the rendering of the particle systems.

1 Introduction
Computer systems are used in numerous industries to
design and to create physical objects from geomet-
ric models. The inverse problem is the calculation of
the geometric description of an existing physical ob-
ject. In many applications like reverse engineering,
rapid prototyping or inspection, the second point has
become very important.

Important developments of the 3D digitising sys-
tems have permitted to achieve this goal. These sys-
tems produce an over-sampled cloud of points. In
the medical area, digital imagery techniques provide
Computer Tomography CT scan sections of internal
and external structures of human anatomy. The cal-
culation of the geometric description of the digitised
parts is mainly based on the calculation of a surface
model that approximates the whole digitised data.
The most widespread way for this is an optimal tri-
angulation. However, this method introduces a large
number of triangles which may be inadequate for their
manipulation or their. Therefore, some authors have
proposed to fit the triangulation with a smooth sur-
face to reduce the data and improve the visualisa-
tion (Hoppe 1994). In some cases, the data organised
in parallel sections have been directly fit by a smooth
surface (Park and Kim 1996; Jaillet, Shariat, and Van-
dorpe 2001). However, all these models have been
developed only for the purpose of rigid modelling and
visualisation.

If the modelling of rigid objects has been largely
discussed in the literature, less works have been pre-

sented in the domain of automatic volumetric de-
formable model reconstruction. Some of these are
based on geometrical approaches (NURBS, FFD,
. . . ). However, one of the most important goals, when
animating deformable object, is that the result have
to be coherent with the reality. So, with geometric
based models, this coherency depends on the anima-
tor’s astuteness. In the real world, objects obey to
physical laws. Thus, a heavy object is more difficult
to move compared to a light one, and during deforma-
tions, many objects tend to preserve their volume.

With the increase of the calculation capabilities of
computers, new simulation approaches, implement-
ing physical principles, have been developed. One
of the first physically based deformation model was
proposed by Terzopouloset al. (Terzopoulos 1989).
Based on continuous physics, this model permitted to
simulate a realistic behaviour.

An interesting approach has been proposed by
Cotin et al. (Cotin, Delingette, and Ayache 1996) for
a medical application, where the organ shapes are re-
constructed with tetrahedra, using a simplex mesh,
method, to produce deformable models for surgery
simulation. Another interesting approach, based on a
volume sampling of the object, was proposed by De-
bunne et al.(Debunne, Desbrun, Cani, and Barr 2001).
To reduce the computation times, the authors use a
multi-resolution mesh. Thus, at a timet, a mesh el-
ement has a fixed resolution, but different elements
can have different levels of resolution, according to
the accuracy needed in each part of the object. De-
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formable superquadrics are also studied for non-rigid
surfaces; since they can be deformed both locally
and globally (Park, Metaxas, and Young 1994). Un-
fortunately, these methods are only adapted for the
modelling of a restricted class of objects. The iso-
potential implicit surface is another alternative tech-
nique for the modelling of deformable objects. It
is very simple and allows to model very complex
shapes (Blanc and Schlick 1995). With this tech-
nique, an object is described by a skeleton and a field
function. The object local deformation can easily be
achieved by a local modification of the field func-
tion (Gascuel 1993). However, shapes obtained by
union or blending between several implicit surfaces
are not easily deformable. Some methods use artic-
ulated skeletons (Shariat and Vandorpe 2001). This
allows global shape alterations. Another interesting
technique for the modelling of deformable objects is
the particle system. It has been used in the purpose
of geometric reconstruction. In (Shimada and Gos-
sard 1995), lines, surfaces and volumes are filled in
with particles to obtain a spatial mesh, called bubble-
mesh. Particle systems have also been widely used to
model deformable surfaces in different applications.
In (Szeliski and Tonnesen 1991), the authors propose
a surface model with oriented particles, which allows
joining, cutting and extending of deformable surfaces.
Particle systems have also been used to model de-
formable volume objects. In (Lombardo and Puech
1995) and (Tonnesen 1998), authors describe a way to
model deformable objects with oriented particles, and
Meseure and Chaillou (Meseure and Chaillou 1997)
apply the particle systems to the simulation of the
dynamic behaviour of human organs. In (J. Jansson
2002) Jansson and Vergeest propose a particle sys-
tems in conceptual mechanical design. However, all
these works do not permit to simulate a realistic be-
haviour of the deformable objects taking into account
physical parameters (mass, young modulus) and ge-
ometric constraints (volume control) simultaneously.
To find a solution to these requirements, in this paper,
we propose a methodology based on multi layer parti-
cle systems. So, in section 2, our modelling approach
is explained. Then, in section 3, we explain how the
physical parameters of the object can be introduced
into the model. Then in section 4 our reconstruction
and animation approach for a multi-layer particle sys-
tem is defined. The finally in section 5 we explain
how objects modelled by particle systems can be vi-
sualized and rendered. Some results are given in sec-
tion 6.

2 Particle systems and deformable object modelling

2.1 Definitions

Particle systems consist in a set of solid spheres
whose movement follows physical laws. Particle sys-

tems were originally used to represent explosion, fire,
cloud and any kind of objects that do not have any
clear apparent bound. For deformable objects mod-
elling, this simple model has been improved by the in-
troduction of internal forces between particles to pre-
serve the cohesion of the object. Tonnesen (Tonnesen
1998) applied a potential energy function (Lennard
Jones potential). The corresponding forces have two
terms: one short range repulsion to prevent particles
to overlap and one long range attraction to ensure
compactness and cohesion. Moreover, the potential
energies are conservative. Therefore, the particle sys-
tem may oscillate and become unstable. Thus damp-
ing forces are introduced to prevent system instability.
The interaction of a particle system with its environ-
ment is represented by external forces (gravity, colli-
sions, . . . ).

2.2 Interaction potentials
The behaviour of a particle system results from physi-
cal forces which manage the interactions between the
particles. A first contribution of these forces consists
in internal friction forces, which aim at dissipating en-
ergy avoiding a temperature increase. A second one
includes the internal conservative forces, i.e. the in-
teractions between the particles. Let us remind that
for conservative forces, the relation between poten-
tials and forces is given by:

−→
fi = −−−−−−→Grad ri(Φ(r1, . . . , rk, . . . , rN)) (1)

where rk is the position of the particlek,
Φ(r1, . . . , rk, . . . , rN)) the internal potential andfi the
forces suffered by the particlei due to this potential.
Internal potential is crucial and difficult to define. The
choice is critical because of the following difficulties:

• the action of the interaction parameters have to
be clear enough to give an idea of which param-
eter value have to be modified, and how, to pro-
duce a specified behaviour,

• the interaction computation time has to be as
short as possible.

Physicists studying the molecular dynamics, have
developed several kind of interactions to model the
forces linking atoms. Even though these interactions
have been developed for a microscopic scale, some
of them can be used to describe the macroscopic be-
haviour of an object. These interactions allow us to
produce physically realistic simulations.

Generally, interaction potential, for a system com-
posed ofN particles, is commonly described accord-
ing to:
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∑
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Φ(0) andΦ
(1)
i are due to external conservatives forces

(Φ(0) represents the ground potential).Φ
(2)
ij are pair-

potential contribution,Φ(3)
ijk three-body potentials and

generally speaking,Φ(k)
ij··· k-body potentials. A good

approximation often consists in truncating the serial
to the second order(pair potentials). Moreover we
have studied the most commonly used potentials in
physics in order to choose the most adapted one in
our work context.

2.2.1 Spring potential

An approach to model an attractive/repulsive force
between two masses consists in using a network of
springs. Thus, when two particles get closer, it pro-
duces a repulsive force and an attractive force in the
opposite direction. These forces are generated be-
cause the springs tend always to reach to their equi-
librium state. The forces are computed using the fol-
lowing equation:

−→
f = − [kr(r− r0)]

~r

r
(3)

wherer0 is the spring equilibrium distance,r = ‖~r‖ is
the distance between the two particles,kr is the stiff-
ness parameter. However, when using springs, an ex-
plicit neighbourhood relationship between the parti-
cles has to be defined.

2.2.2 Morse potential

Morse potential is a good approximation for molec-
ular interactions. This potential consists in summing
two parts, a Van der Walls attraction and a repulsive
part, which avoid electron-cloud overlapping, called
steric repulsion. It can be computed by the following
equation:

Φ(r) = D
(
e−2µ(r−r0) − 2e−µ(r−r0)

)
(4)

At the equilibrium distancer0, the potential reaches
its minimal value. D represents the binding en-
ergy, i.e. the minimum energy to provide to a two-
particle system in order to obtain a definitive separa-
tion. Changing the value ofµ, changes the stiffness
of the potential. One has also to note, that a modifi-
cation ofµ generates changes on the two parts of the
potential, making the behaviour control difficult.

2.2.3 Lennard-Jones potential

Lennard-Jones potential is often used to model atom
interactions. In a general way, this potential is given
by the equation:

Φ(r) =
ε

m− n

(
m

(
r0

r

)n

− n
(

r0

r

)m)
(5)

If the equilibrium distance is set tor0 and the po-
tential value atr0 to Φ(r0) = ε. The force derivating
from this potential is:

−→
f (r) =

−mnε

(n−m)r0

((
r0

r

)n+1

−
(

r0

r

)m+1
)

~r

r
(6)

In this equation, it is clear thatn controls the repul-
sive part of the potential (r < r0), whenm controls the
other part.ε is the binding energy. Numerical cost is
very low for integer values ofn andm. Nevertheless,
the comutation time increases for non integer values
of n andm.

2.2.4 Other potential functions

Some other potentials exists, but they are less interest-
ing. However, we propose a brief description of two
of them:

• Murrell potential

Φ(r) =−D

(
1 +

3∑

i=1

ai(r− r0)
i

)
e−µ(r−r0) (7)

The polynomial function, used for this potential,
produces many unstable equilibrium states, cor-
responding to points of local minimal potential
energy, making the simulation process more dif-
ficult.

• The Boscovich potential has many stable equi-
librium states. Thus, when using this kind of in-
teraction, the first deformations are elastic, but
when reaching a new equilibrium state the defor-
mation become plastic.

2.2.5 Friction

A damping force can also be added to the attrac-
tive/repulsive force between two particles. This
damping component models the friction between the
particles. Thus, when considering two particles, this
force is given by the equation:

~fd = −kd
~v.~r

r

~r

r
(8)

wherekd is the friction parameter,~r and~v respec-
tively the relative position and velocity between the
particles.

2.3 Choosing the interaction potential
Without definitely excluding the other potentials, we
focused on LJ (Lennard-Jones) potential. The action
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of each parameter on the physical behaviour of the ob-
ject is more clearly defined than for the other poten-
tials. Moreover, in the case of integer exponents, the
computation time of this potential is obviously shorter
than any of the other potentials. This is crucial if the
object is simulated with a large number of particles.

3 Lennard Jones parameters
When used in molecular dynamic, Lennard-Jones pa-
rameters have a precise meaning. The values are de-
fined for each kind of atom and often stored in some
physics tables. However, in our case, we have to de-
fine the parameter values according to the macroscop-
ical properties of the real object we want to simulate.
The choice must also take account for computing per-
formances. In LJ-presentation section, we listed the
four parameters to be set:ε, r0, n andm. These quan-
tities are not very direct and then not easy to set. So
we need to arbitrarily define four new independent
quantities expressed as a function of these parame-
ters and closer to our preoccupations. For the sake of
simplicity, we limited our present work to a system of
identical particles and proposed the following quanti-
ties:

1. The number of particles to describe the object
influences the accuracy of the simulation. As we
shall see later, it is closely related tor0.

2. The binding energy is the minimum energy to
provide to the object in order to extract a par-
ticle. This value has to be set large enough to
avoid any fragmentation of the object.

3. The cutoff distance of the interaction force de-
scribes the range of the interaction. Beyond this
range, the force may be set to zero. A large cut-
off distance means a large computing time within
cell-linked algorithm.

4. One other interesting quantity is the Young mod-
ulus E of the object. Young modulus is an inten-
sive quantity, which characterises the elasticity
of a given, real, material.

Now, we have to establish a relation between these
new quantities and the Lennard-Jones parameters.

3.1 Number of particles
The equilibrium radiusr0 is the distance at which
Lennard-Jones force is null. For two particles of
radiusr1 and r2, this distance is, in general, equal
to r0 = r1 + r2, making the two particles in contact
at the equilibrium state. It is also possible to take
r0 < r1 + r2, allowing the particles to overlap, or
r0 > r1 + r2 making the particles fill a largest vol-
ume. Finally, setting the equilibrium valuer0 permits
to define the typical distance between two particles.

According to the structure of the particle set (amor-
phous, fcc....), the occupied volume may be different.
To conclude, for a fixed structure, the number of par-
ticles is directly controlled by the value ofr0. r0 is
therefore an appropriate parameter.

3.2 Binding energy
In principle, one can define two binding energies:

• a bulk binding energy, which corresponds to the
extraction of a bulk particle;

• a surface binding energy, when the particle ini-
tially stands at the surface of the object.

These two quantities are, in fact, strongly related and,
even if they should depends on the local structure,
they are shown to be close to the minimumφ(r0) of
the two-particles potential, i.e.ε for Lennard-Jones
potential. Finally, we shall keepφ(r0) parameter to
control the breakdown threshold.

3.3 Cutoff distance
First of all, we need to choose a criterion to prop-
erly define the cutoff distancerc. In principle, this
is the distance at which the interaction force can be
neglected. So we proposed the following criterion:

F (rc) = Fmin ∗ ηc (9)

whereηc is small compared to1 andFmin is the mini-
mal value ofF (r), i.e. the value of the most attractive
force (Fmin < 0). Fmin is obtained for a radiusrfmin

:

rfmin
= r0

(
m + 1

n + 1

) 1
m−n

(10)

Within a good approximation, it reads:

rc ≈ r0

(
1

ηc(p− 1)
p

p
p−1

) 1
n+1

(11)

wherep = m+1
n+1

3.4 Young modulus
The Young modulus of an object is a complex func-
tion of the interaction potential and of the structure of
the particle system. It cannot possibly be expressed
analytically and need therefore to be computed. At
least, it remains easy to derive a two-particles Young
modulusELJ for the Lennard-Jones potential. When
two particles are bound by a spring, the Young modu-
lus of the spring (ESP ) is related to its stiffness value
(Tonnesen 1998):

k =
ESP

r0

(12)
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For Lennard-Jones interaction, we can see that,
around the equilibrium distancer0, the force can be
approximated by a spring force. Writing Taylor ex-
pansion aroundr0 gives:

F (r0 + δr) = F (r0) + F ′(r0)δr (13)

SinceF (r0) = 0, the previous equation becomes:

F (r0 + δr) = F ′(r0)(r− r0) (14)

We can considerF ′(r0) as a stiffness parameter,
deducing the Lennard-Jones force Young modulus
(ELJ ):

ELJ = r0F
′(r0) (15)

By evaluatingF ′(r0) we finally have:

ELJ = mnε (16)

4 Object reconstruction and simulation
Our goal is to obtain a sampling of a volume defined
by a closed surface. This surface can be of any type
and any topology. The principle of our method that
we have presented in (Jaillet, Shariat, and Vandorpe
1998) is to fill the inner volume with a set of par-
ticles. The reconstruction process can be divided in
several steps. The first one is the initialization of par-
ticles inside the boundaries. They will act as seeds
to create new particles that will progressively fill the
whole object. Particles evolve to a stable state which
is a minimal energy disposition.

Thus, we obtain easily a regular spatial sampling
which corresponds to a maximal filling. The follow-
ing algorithm summarizes our reconstruction method.

Initial particles creation.

repeat for all particles

1. collisions detection with the object
boundaries.

2. internal and external forces computa-
tion.

3. computing velocities using physical
laws.

4. let particles evolve to a stable state.

5. create new particles around the exist-
ing ones.

until object volume is full by particles.

If we want to increase the precision of the result-
ing model, we need to decrease the radius of the par-
ticles that will dramatically increase the number of

particles. To solve this problem, we have developed
a multi-layer model. The key idea is to place small
particles were details are required and big ones else-
where:

• the centre is composed of particles of great ra-
dius. They are the kernel of the object.

• the centre is surrounded by one or more layers
with decreasing radius as we get closer to the
boundaries.

The coherency of each layer is preserved by virtual
separations between layers. Then, the reconstruction
process can be repeated for each layer (Jaillet, Shariat,
and Vandorpe 1998), as shown on figure 1.

Figure 1: A 2D example of the reconstruction of an
object with a multi-layer particle system

4.1 Animation and deformation of particle systems
Particle systems are well adapted for the animation of
deformable objects subject to physical forces (gravity,
collision with obstacles, ...).

As stated before, it is possible to handle a wide vari-
ety of behaviours, simply by changing force parame-
ters. The objects can undergo very large deformations
and change their topology. The animation of multi-
layer particle systems and the respect of their volume
constraints have necessitated the following consider-
ations:

4.1.1 Dynamic layer structure

During a deformation, the big particles of the kernel
could become to close to the object surface, altering
the layer structure of the model. This modifies the
physical properties of the object, and make the defor-
mations incoherent (see figure 2).

Figure 2: Layer structure alteration during the cutting
of an object

To prevent this to occur, we have developed an
adaptive deformation method. The idea is to sub-
divide big particles into smaller ones when they are
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in contact with the external world. This permits to
maintain the coherency of the multi-layer organisa-
tion. While subdividing, it is important not to intro-
duce perturbation in the system: volume and energy
must be preserved. This is achieved by replacing a
particle P of radiusR, massM and velocityV by
n particles of radiusR′ = R

n
1
D

(D is the dimension

of the space, 2 or 3). For a minimal volume loss, we
use the face-centred cubic (or hexagonal in 2D) lattice
which is the most compact packing of spheres. With
regards to the momentum and kinetic energy preser-
vation, each new particle must have the same velocity
V as the subdivided one, and a mass m equal toM

n
:

∑n
1 (mV ) =

∑n
1 (M

n
V ) = MV (momentum)

∑n
1 (1

2
mV 2) =

∑n
1 (1

2
M
n

V 2) = 1
2
MV 2 (kinetic energy)

The evolution of a bi-dimensional object cut by a tool
is presented in figure 3. Note the large improvements
in the shape preservation compared to figure 2.

Figure 3: Evolution of the cutting of an object with
layer structure preservation

4.1.2 Volume constrained deformation

One of the important points that should be handled
when modelling deformable objects is the control of
the object volume during the deformation. In some
applications, we want to preserve volume during the
deformation process. Consequently, we should be
able to control the volume changes. Particle systems
are really adapted to handle this constraint. Indeed,
since this model is a volume sampling of the initial
object, it gives an immediate approximation of its vol-
ume. During the deformation, particles tend to reach
their most stable state, which corresponds to their
equilibrium distances. In this case, the particles try
to keep their respective distances in a manner to min-
imize the whole system energy. This avoid the cre-
ation of holes in the system. Thus, the object volume
is naturally preserved.

On the contrary, in other applications we may ask
for a change of object volume. For this, we can mod-
ify the equilibrium distance fromr0 to r′0, its volume
is consequently modified, and therefore the volume
of the whole object changes. Of course, this approach
can be used for decreasing or increasing the volume
of the object.

5 Particle systems visualisation
If, the major advantage of using the particle system
model, is its physical realism to produce simulations,
its visualisation (by simply displaying a sphere for
each particle) remains inaesthetic. Such a display
generates a feeling of unrealism, even when the be-
haviour sticks to reality. A solution to this problem
was proposed by Desbrun (Desbrun 1997). It consists
in clothing the particle system by an implicit surface,
which also acts as an interface handling interactions
with the surrounding objects. But, in our model, this
task is already taken by the external particles.

So, rather than using an implicit surface, we pro-
pose to compute a triangular mesh directly from the
particles. The key idea is to extract, from the system,
the external particles that defines the object surface.
Then we compute a mesh from the centre points of
these particles. Finally, we move each node of the
computed mesh for distance equals to the particles ra-
dius, according to the direction given by the normal
vector at this point (the average of the normal vectors
to the triangles including this point).

5.1 Finding the external particles
The problem is to find, from the particles of the
skin layer of the system, those which define the ob-
ject boundaries. To do that, we have developed a
new method, inspired by the marching cube algo-
rithm (Bloomenthal 1994). Our method is based on
the following three steps:

1. splitting the particle system bounding box into
voxels,

2. finding the voxels intersecting the object surface.
We propose a two-pass method:

• in a first pass, we mark each voxel inter-
secting a particle. The non-marked voxels
are outside the object and are removed;

• in the second pass, we remove the voxels
having all their neighbours (8 in 2D and 26
in 3D) marked.

At the end of this process, the remaining voxels
are those on the object boundaries.

3. deducing the particles of the object boundary,
which are simply those intersecting these re-
maining voxels.

5.2 Computing a triangular mesh
In the previous step, the particles defining the object
boundaries have been detected. We now want to com-
pute a triangular mesh of the set points defined by the
centre points of these particles. A lot of triangula-
tion algorithms have been defined and could be used
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for our problem. However, our set of points is results
from a compact set of spheres. Thus, each sphere gen-
erates a triangle with two adjoining particles, which
are also adjoining between them.

Figure 4: Meshing a particle system surface

(a) Displaying
spheres

(b) Meshing (c) Mesh with
rendering

Figure 5: Particle system visualisation

Considering each set of three adjoining particles,
we compute, triangle by triangle, a mesh covering all
the object surface.

When the mesh is complete, and to ensure that all
the particles will be inside the volume bounded by this
mesh, a dilation is applied to the mesh.

The figure 5 shows an example of our visualisation
approach. The object is a cube with a hole on each
face. So, this example probes that our visualisation
method can handle complex shapes.

6 Example
Figure 6 demonstrates the simulation of a very de-
formable object falling down because of the grav-
ity. The collision deforms totaly the object. Fig-
ure 7shows the same object with an elastic behaviour.
The collisions deforms partially the object. However,
when the contact is removed the object goes back to
its initial state.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a 3D reconstruction
methodology permitting to take into account the phys-
ical behaviour of the reconstructed object. Moreover,
during the deformation, the volume of the object is
controlled.

For the reconstruction, a method based on multi-
layer particle systems using Lennard-Jones potential

Figure 6: Simulation of the behaviour of a very de-
formable object

Figure 7: Simulation of the behaviour of a less de-
formable object

function has been introduced. The reconstructed ob-
jects can be of arbitrary topology. The Lennard-Jones
parameters are computed explicitly, using the physi-
cal quantities (elasticity, precision, ...). Moreover, we
have proposed a visualisation algorithm to render ob-
jects modelled by particle systems.

In the context of the european BIOMED2-ARROW
project, the proposed modelling technique has been
used to model and simulate human organs interactions
to enhance the quality of the radiotherapy.
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